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Teaching Staff:
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Course/Module description:
During the short 21st century, experiences of global terrorism became a central aspect of public life and culture in many societies worldwide. Although research on political violence and terrorism was widely conducted, the public perception of terrorism still needs further attention. Docudrama shows a specific affinity for experiences of violence, and here in particular for terrorism. This affinity is based in its inherent crisis structure, merging conflicting narrative elements from documentary and drama. In recent years docudrama became a crucial format to represent current or historical political events in cinema and on television. From a mainly Anglophone phenomenon it transformed into a global form of communicating experiences of crisis to the public, thus creating resonances between past and present and offering specific interpretative frames and patterns of understanding.

Course/Module aims:
The course offers the opportunity to explore the interrelation between popular culture, the perception of political violence and global media formats. It introduces ways of understanding and analyzing interpretative frames of terrorism as they are presented and communicated in visual media. The course will develop methodological tools to analyze docudrama as a based-on-facts format for negotiating historical, political and social crises within the sphere of popular culture. Therefore it discusses different theoretical concepts and approaches and explores, in which ways the experience of global terrorism is mediated and framed on television and in the cinema.

Learning outcomes - On successful completion of this module, students should be able to:
- introduce global conflicts through global media formats in the field of popular culture
- analyze content, style, narration and extra-textual effects of based-on-facts docudrama
- reevaluate the global phenomenon of terrorism from historical, political and cultural perspectives within the frameworks of global media culture and global memory
- develop theoretical and methodological approaches to identify and analyze the framing of political violence in public perception

Attendance requirements(%):
80
Teaching arrangement and method of instruction: The teaching is based on the examination of interdisciplinary fields and topics: global terrorism, global media formats (docudrama) and global memory. The course combines theoretical and methodological aspects with particular case studies from different countries (USA, UK, Germany, Israel and others) in order to emphasize the transnational context of the phenomenon in question. Therefore, the course defines the genre of terrorism docudrama in a contemporary as well as historical perspective. All sessions are based on corresponding texts, which have to be read for each session. The lessons are based on both the input of the lecturer, the joint discussion of particular case studies (docudrama films) and the articles as well as on group work and students' tasks during class.

Course/Module Content:

In the course schedule theoretical and methodological sessions alternate with particular case studies in order to create resonances between different political, historical and aesthetical phenomena. The main focus is on docudrama as a global media format and its specific affinities to terrorism as a global phenomenon of political violence.

Films and topics in the course program will be:
- Terrorism and Media in the Global Age
- 9/11 Docudrama - a new genre?
- Narratives of Conflict and Crisis: Codes and Conventions of Docudrama
- The IRA and the Invention of terrorism Docudrama
- Docudrama, War Films and the War on Terror
- Docudramatizing the Munich Olympic Attack
- The Voice and Presence of the Witness in Contemporary Docudrama and Global Memory Culture
- From Operation Thunderboldt to Sabena - Terrorism Docudrama in Israel
- Historical Event Television - Docudrama in the Age of Global Memory
- Death Game and Mogadischu - Terrorism Docudrama in Germany
- Media Memory and Migrating Images
- The Baader Meinhof Complex - Media Memory of Terrorism
- Framing Far Right Extremism

Required Reading:
Paget, Derek. No Other Way to Tell It. Docudrama on Film and Television. Manchester: Manchester University Pr., 2011.

A full reading list will be provided at the beginning of the seminar.

Additional Reading Material:

Course/Module evaluation:
End of year written/oral examination 0 %
Presentation 30 %
Participation in Tutorials 0 %
Project work 50 %
Assignments 20 %
Reports 0 %
Research project 0 %
Quizzes 0 %
Other 0 %

Additional information: